A uniaxial chiral metamaterial is constructed by double-layered four "U" split ring resonators mutually twisted by 90°. It shows a giant optical activity and circular dichroism. The retrieval results reveal that a negative refractive index is realized for circularly polarized waves due to the large chirality. The experimental results are in good agreement with the numerical results.
Chiral metamaterials ͑CMMs͒ have attracted much attention ever since it was predicted that negative refraction can be achieved by a chiral route. 1, 2 In fact, CMMs also have other interesting properties, such as the giant optical activity and circular dichroism, which may find their way into optical applications. [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] As an artificial metamaterial, CMM lacks any mirror symmetry so that the cross-coupling between the electric and magnetic fields exists at the resonance. The degeneracy of the two circularly polarized waves is thereby broken, i.e., right circularly polarized ͑RCP, +͒ waves and left circularly polarized ͑LCP,Ϫ͒ waves have different refractive indices. The chirality parameter describes the strength of the cross-coupling effect, so that the constitutive relations of a chiral medium is given by
where 0 and 0 are the permittivity and permeability of vacuum. and are the relative permittivity and permeability of the chiral medium. c is the speed of light in vacuum. Assuming a time dependence of e −it , the RCP͑+͒ wave and LCP͑Ϫ͒ wave are defined as E Ϯ = ͑1 / 2͒E 0 ͑x ϯ iŷ͒. 9 The refractive indices for RCP and LCP waves can be expressed as n Ϯ = n Ϯ , 10 where n = ͱ . When is large enough, either n + or n − becomes negative. At the same time, both RCP and LCP waves have the same impedance of z / z 0 = ͱ / , where z 0 is the impedance of the vacuum.
Since the beginning of the proposal of metamaterials, split ring resonators ͑SRRs͒ have played an important role in achieving negative permeability. Experiments showed that SRRs can be used as magnetic metamaterials even at infrared and visible frequencies. [11] [12] [13] Furthermore, a magnetic dimer can be formed by stacking two mutually twisted SRRs, and an array of these magnetic dimers can possess optical activity. 14, 15 However, due to the lack of the rotational sym-metry, the optical activity is sensitive to the linear polarization of the incident wave. To eliminate this shortage, we propose here a design in which the U-shaped SRR pairs are arranged in C4 symmetry ͑see Fig. 1͒ . Thus, the constructed CMM is effectively uniaxial for the normal incidence wave. A related retrieval procedure 6, 16, 17 can then be applied to calculate the effective parameters for our CMMs. Figure 1 shows the schematics of the CMMs we study. The unit cell of the CMM structure consists of doublelayered four "U" SRRs ͑Four-U-SRRs͒ patterned on opposite sides of an FR-4 board. This structure has been mentioned theoretically 18 and is discussed in another papers. 19, 20 The relative dielectric constant of the FR-4 board is 4.0 with a dielectric loss tangent of 0.025. The two layers of Four-U-SRRs are mutually twisted by 90°. The Four-U-SRRs are arranged so that the CMM structure possesses C4 symmetry. The dimensions of the unit cell and the photo of our experimental sample are shown in Fig. 1 
and the caption.
In order to study the behavior of the chiral structure, we conducted numerical simulations and experiments. The simulation works were carried out by using CST MICROWAVE STUDIO ͑Computer Simulation Technology GmbH, Darmstadt, Germany͒, wherein the finite integration technique was a͒ Electronic mail: soukoulis@ameslab.gov. applied. The periodic boundary conditions were applied to the x and y directions and the absorbing boundary conditions were applied to the z direction. In the experiment, we fabricated the chiral structures with a dimension of 20 by 20 unit cells. The transmission coefficient was measured by an HP-8510C network analyzer with two standard horn antennas.
In order to study the transmission behaviors of the chiral structure, in our simulation and experimental works, a linearly polarized electromagnetic wave ͑E field in the x direc-tion͒ is incident on the chiral structure. On the other side of the structure, we measured the transmitted field in the x and y polarizations ͑T xx and T yx ͒. Due to the fourfold rotational symmetry, circular polarization conversion is absent. The transmission of circularly polarized waves can be converted from the linear transmission coefficients T xx and T yx , 6,7 T Ϯ = T xx Ϯ iT yx . For the transmitted EM wave, the polarization azimuth rotation angle can be calculated as = ͓arg͑T + ͒ − arg͑T − ͔͒ / 2. The ellipticity of the transmitted wave is de- 9 which also measures circular dichroism. Figures 2͑a͒ and 2͑b͒ show the simulated and measured transmission spectra. There are obvious differences between the transmissions of RCP and LCP waves around the resonances. Around the frequency of 5.1 GHz, the transmission of LCP wave is 7 − 8 dB higher than that of the RCP wave. While around the frequency of 6.3 GHz, the transmission of the LCP wave is around 3 − 4 dB lower than that of the RCP wave. The fluctuations on the experiment curve come from the multiple reflections between the CMM structure and the horn antennas. Figures 2͑c͒-2͑f͒ show the simulated and experimental results of the polarization azimuth rotation angle and the ellipticity of the transmitted wave. It can be clearly seen that, in the middle of the two resonant frequencies, the ellip-ticity = 0, where corresponds a pure optical activity effect, i.e., for the linear polarization incident wave, the transmission wave is still the linear polarization but with a rotated angle . The azimuth rotation angle is as large as 26°at 5.5 GHz. The rotation angle per wavelength is 700°/ . Figure 3 shows the retrieved effective parameters based on the simulation and experimental data of the transmission and reflection for one layer of the CMMs. In the retrieval process, the effective thickness of the CMM is assumed to be 1.8 mm along the wave propagation direction. The chirality is very large, e.g., it is 2.15 at = 0. If using the following expression 20
to fit the result of the chirality , it gives us ⍀ 1 = 0.22, 1 = 5.08 GHz, ⌫ 1 = 0.02, ⍀ 2 = 0.28, 2 = 6.42 GHz, and ⌫ 2 = 0.03. Comparing Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒ and Figs. 3͑c͒ and 3͑d͒, due to the relation of n Ϯ = n Ϯ , the strong chirality can push the refractive index of RCP ͑LCP͒ wave to be negative around the resonant frequency of 5.1 ͑6.4͒ GHz as shown in Figs. 3͑c͒ and 3͑d͒ . However, due to the losses in the dielectric board, the figure of merit ͓ϪRe͑n͒/Im͑n͔͒ is only around 1.1 ͑1.3͒ at 5.1 ͑6.4͒ GHz in the negative index band. By using a lower loss substrate, the imaginary part of the negative index can be reduced. The figure of merit can be larger than 10 ͑not shown here͒. In Figs. 3͑e͒ and 3͑f͒ , we show the retrieved real parts for the permittivity and permeability of the CMM. Obviously, the Re͑͒ is always positive throughout the entire frequency range ͑except the tiny range around 6.4 GHz͒, while Re͑͒ is negative in the frequency ranges above the two resonances. In traditional metamateri- als, this will not result in a negative index. Therefore, the negative index of RCP ͑LCP͒ wave is actually attributed to the relatively small n and large chirality .
In order to understand the mechanism of the resonances for our Four-U-SRRs CMM, we study the current modes on the Four-U-SRRs. Figure 4 shows the simulated current modes at 5.1 and 6.3 GHz driven by the electric field in the x direction. At 5.1 GHz, the currents on the top and bottom Four-U-SRRs are in the same direction. On the contrary, at 6.3 GHz, the currents on the top and bottom are in the opposite direction. According to the current distribution, we can analyze the induced magnetic field. Figure 4 shows that the x component of the induced magnetic field H x is nonzero. And moreover, at 5.1 GHz, H x and E x are in the opposite directions, while at 6.3 GHz, they are in the same direction. This causality between electric and magnetic fields is consistent with the constitute equation Eq. ͑1͒.
In summary, by twisting the four "U" SRRs in the propagation direction, which owns the fourfold rotational symmetry, a uniaxial CMM can be constructed. We study the structure via the numerical simulation and the experiment at 3.5 − 7.5 GHz. The simulation results agree with the experimental results very well. This artificial structure gives us so strong chirality that the refractive index of RCP or LCP can be pushed to be negative at the vicinity of the resonance.
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